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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 28, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: KEN KHACHIGIAN 

FROM: Pat Buchanan 

This is a good indictment of the fellow, which 
might have appeal across a broad spectrum -- all across 
from peace kids to conservatives. But it looks like the 
kind of personal assault that most politicians are unwilling 
to give. What conservative can we get to deliver this -- then 
have Monday excerpt it; and perhaps Human Events run 
it in full. Then get reprints of it out to campus newspapers 
and the like. Maybe a Congressman whom we know to be 
conservative -- but whom others will read as simply Congressman X. 



MEMORANDUM 


THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHUIOTOI'f 

MayS, 1971 

;--

MEMORANDUM FOR: CHUCK COLSON /7 
FROM: KEN KHACHIGIAN U-
SUBJECT: HUMPHREY 

I g.ather from news stories that Yorty did not make use of 
the Humphrey indictment on Vietnam we prepared. I hate 
to see that one go to waste, and I was thinking of two 
alternatives. 

First, MONDAY will probably be ready to'do another 
piece on Humphrey soon, and they could easily use the 
one we prepared. With an accompanying press release 
I think it would make substantial news. 

Second, we could ask a Congressman to deliver it, some 
conservative who isn't tied by Senatorial courtesy. While 
in itself it wouldn't make a whole lot of news, we could 
probably get I-Iuman Events to reprint excerpts from the 
address, and then have the Young Republican press service 
send the speech out to college newspaper s as well. 
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